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The practice, usually a temporary alliance in which the wife waives some conventional marriage rights such as cohabitation and financial support, has been legally permitted in the conservative Muslim ...
In Saudi Arabia, 'no strings attached' misyar marriages offer religious cover for sexual relationships
Interviews with 'misyar' couples offer window into a phenomenon still shrouded in secrecy RIYADH: The Muslim no-strings-attached “misyar” marriage often done in secret is fast pervading Saudi society ...
‘Marriage without strings’: Saudi Arabia confronts rise of ‘misyar’
By: Sauro DasguptaWe were shocked at the abduction and forced marriage of Mamneet Kaur to an aged Muslim man in Srinagar a few days ago but it was the way the Sikh community came forward to defend the ...
Inter-religious marriage: Way Forward
The Muslim no-strings-attached “misyar” marriage often done in secret is fast pervading Saudi society – a boon for cash-strapped men unable to afford expensive traditional weddings, but deplored by cr ...
‘Marriage without strings’
A few weeks before Yasmin’s nikah ceremony, there was a flurry of news articles announcing reforms to Sri Lanka’s Muslim Marriage and Divorce Act (MMDA). For a while, Yasmin got her hopes up, ...
‘We sign everything else except our own marriage document’
The Muslim no-strings-attached misyar marriage often done in secret is fast pervading Saudi Arabian society — a boon for cash-strapped men unable to afford expensive traditional weddings, but deplored ...
Marriage alternative on the rise among Saudis
Growing up, ANITA RANI was under pressure to have a traditional Indian marriage. In this extract from her memoir, she reveals how being caught between cultures pushed her to breaking point ...
ANITA RANI: ‘I did what was expected of me, not what I wanted’
The Muslim no-strings-attached "misyar" marriage often done in secret is ... and abandoned for all practical purposes," he wrote. Some women are forced to pursue court cases against Saudi men ...
Comfort, freedom or abuse? 'Misyar' temporary alliances on rise in Saudi
But many question the validity of a furtive practice at odds with the main tenets of Islamic marriage ... and abandoned for all practical purposes,” he wrote. Some women are forced to pursue ...
Saudi Arabia sees rise in people seeking sex and love through secret ‘misyar’ unions
An aspiring writer, Takbir wrote a play featuring a maternal character with selective amnesia about her son’s marrying a non-Muslim ... An Anglican practical theology of interreligious marriage, has ...
Life and love in mixed-faith marriages
In January this year, the court ruled that women in Bangladesh cannot become Nikah (Muslim marriage) registrar due to certain "physical conditions" and social as well as practical situations of the ...
Commentary: A recommendation that honours no one, least of all women
For young Muslim ... She was practical and hesitant about falling in love so young. Growing up, she said, American chick flicks influenced her image of what dating and marriage were supposed ...
Muslim Americans on finding love as third-culture-kids-turned-adults
RIYADH — The Muslim no-strings-attached “misyar” marriage often done in secret ... and abandoned for all practical purposes,” he wrote. Some women are forced to pursue court cases against ...
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